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ABSTRACT: There is a significant possibility to increase load bearing capacities of thin walled three-dimensional nailing 

plates by optimization. Nevertheless design of three-dimensional nailing plates has an inadequate support in Standards. It is 

the subject of the Author’s research to improve this state by developing optimization method based on 3D FEM calculation 

method assisted by testing. This paper is focused on the process of optimization. The paper describes the progress of the 

experiments, their evaluation and analysis of the results in Abaqus FEM software. 
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1 BACKGROUND 123 

The timber connections using thin-walled metal elements 

gradually supplant traditional carpentry joints. Their main 

advantage is that they do not weaken the connected timber 

elements. Other advantages include the possibility of in-

situ implementing or possibility of direct connection of 

timber elements to steel and concrete structures. 

The main disadvantage of designing timber connections 

using thin-walled metal elements is an insufficient support 

in Standards. Because of it, there is a significant difference 

between calculated load bearing capacities and the values 

received by tests. 

The aim of this work is to contribute to the progressive 

elimination of this obstacle by developing the calculation 

method assisted by testing. 

2 METHODS 

The process of optimization of all examined thin walled 

metal elements consisted of full scale experiments and 3D 

FEM models. The initiation of the process was to examine 

not optimized thin walled metal element by a sufficient set 

of the tests. Load bearing capacities of elements obtained 

by tests were compared to the values from 3D FEM model. 

Then the element was optimized in the software. Finally, 

results from the software were verified by another set of 

the tests performed on an element. 
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2.1 EXPERIMENTS  

Full scale experiments were made according to the EOTA 

[1] and EN [2-4]. Various thin walled elements were 

loaded in various arrangements and directions to receive 

global overview about the behaviour of the elements. 

Two main types of experiments were made. 

2.1.1 Collapsed experiments 

The aim of this type of the experiments was to see the 

behaviour of the joint loaded behind its load bearing 

capacity. To describe the progress of the collapse is 

important because of the safety of whole joint. 

 

Figure 1: Angle bracket after the collapse. 



2.1.2 Elastic experiments 

The aim of this type of the experiments was to see the 

elastic behaviour of the joint. Complex behaviour of the 

joint was measured during a set of load test. For example: 

behaviour during the cyclic loading or displacement in 

dependence on increasing or constant applied force. 

 

Figure 2: Full scale experiment on angle bracket. 

2.2 3D FEM MODEL 

Models of the whole experiments were assembled from 

thin walled metal elements joined by annular ring nails to 

the timber beams. The boundary conditions were exactly 

according to the experiments. 

The model of whole experiment was maximally realistic. 

The process of loading was the same like during the 

experiment. It allowed comparing the diagrams of 

displacement in dependence on increasing applied force. 

 

Figure 3: 3D FEM model overview of full scale experiment. 

The process of optimization was made in Abaqus FEM 

software. The aim was an appropriate stresses distribution. 

 

Figure 4: Stress distribution on 3D FEM model. 

3 RESULTS 

Generally, it is very important, to design the annular ring 

nail as a critical element of the joint. It is because in other 

case there are plastic hinges in thin walled metal elements 

that decrease the efficiency of the elements. 

Better timber quality affects the joint always positively.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The results show that it is very important to find the 

balance between shapes of the elements and placements of 

nails. Placement of nails has to be complying with 

Standards too. Nevertheless complying with the standards 

does not guarantee not to exceed allowed stresses in steel 

elements. It is because of relatively high load bearing 

capacity of annular ring nails used in connections. 
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